
 

Luke Murrell’s professionalpunting.com.au Gloaming Stakes preview - Rosehill R8 

A nice result last time with us nailing Gayatri at the big odds! The race that will give us an 
edge this weekend is the Group 3 Gloaming Stakes. The big worry here is the main one’s in 

the market are all connected coming out of the same main lead up. 

Horse Comment 

Just Thinkin’ Very nice horse who started 10/1 in the lead up. Got a picnic to the 800m. He 
might make a mug of me but I thought he should have been much stronger 
despite being 2nd up. Now up 300m he goes into a fast run race and that is the 
worry for his supporters. His first up win was when they walked as well. He’s a 
genuine chance as well in here under the conditions. His $3.20 and I think 
that’s a touch short albeit he can win. 

$3.1 

Shadow Hero Back and on the fence in a walking race but he really attacked the line. Now 
into a fast run race that appears to be a super tick for him. I think he settles 
midfield here and if we have a fair track then he is the one to beat. 

$4 

Subedar Had the perfect run 2 pairs back the fence and was very much suited on the 
day with the bias. He is a chance but will be back and possibly wide this run 
and after having PIR last time is a chance but I doubt him at the trip after 
looking at his sectionals. 

$6 

Quick Thinker In a low rating race he owned Subedar when they meet although the SP that 
day was $3 vs $11 and that’s the concern. We know Sepoys don’t handle wet 
tracks also so you could genuinely forgive Subedar which is a drag on Quick 
Thinker who we know from his NZ form is a wet track swimmer which is what 
he got 1st up in Aus. The figures out of his race are horrible but I note he had a 
great last 1000m and a strong last 200m suggesting trip is no issue. 

$3.8 

Rahaeger A NZ horse by Pluck and they are almost exclusively wet trackers. He was out 
of the Quick Thinker race and started double his price and was owned. He 
couldn’t turn the tables and put a line through him. 

$19 
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Fasano Sat on a slow speed and was outsprinted last time. Maybe he wants a fast run 
race like we will get here and he did have the third best last 200m of the race, 
and that was from the front with only the two back run on horses had a 
stronger last 200m. Include in exotics. 

$16 

War Baron 11 starts to break his maiden but he beat 2 decent in form horses last time. 
He’ll be back and wide. Is collett to Boss though and I don’t think he has the 
class. 

$23 

Sirmaze Blinkers go on here but we are dreaming if he wins. $41 

Extraordinary If you think you are having a bad day spare a thought for these poor owners, 
$800,000 for this bloke. He has blinkers on, got a horrible ride last start when 
6w around home bend after being 4wide. I think that race will be a good race 
and 3rd up he comes here with different form albiet he needs to improve 5-6 
lengths at least to be in the finish. Exotics definitely though. I've seen worse 
$61 chances. 

$61 

Lucky Imperator He is like me, he tries very hard but just not much good. $51 

Persan He has been in slowly run races both times this prep, and he actually ran ok 
when he was in fast run races in his first prep. But he was weaker home than 
the winner of that race and he sat 6 lengths off the leader and still couldn’t be 
stronger late so his a penjob. 

$81 

Way back When Races like he has never been educated which we know isn’t correct. In the 
Autumn I think he might be up to this level but whilst he didn’t handle 
Canterbury his just too dumb to include just yet. 

$81 

Shining Eagle Just can't have him. Does get blinkers but has too big a job to do to turn the 
tables. 

$101 

  

In summary whilst I was keen to back different form you are basically backing some one batters from maidens or 
you find Quick Thinker of something from the Just Thinkin race. 

How we are betting here is backing Shadow Here for 2 units @ $4.20. I think Quick Thinker could win so we will 
save 1 unit on him at the $4 with the different form and 1 of those two should win. 

 I also think at the price Extraordinary 1 unit the place at $13 is a great bet, he doesn’t map well but he brings 
different form also and I’m hoping he is taken to last and sucks up through the field rather than a wide and 
circling run. 
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BET: Shadow Hero - 2 units @ $4.20 
BET: Extraordinary -  1 unit the place at $13 
BET: Quick Thinker - 1 unit @ $4 

Last Week: Gayatri +10u 

Running Tally: +7u 

 

Luke Murrells betting system has produced over $750k profit in 22 years, for more information take 
a look here. 
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